
CLEANING

 Note: It is absolutely mandatory that the following cleaning procedures be carried out to maintain the
functionality of the device and to ensure cleanliness.

Before first use: Conduct a complete cleaning cycle.
At the end of the day: Conduct a complete cleaning cycle.
After extended periods of disuse: Conduct a complete cleaning cycle.

Remove the preliminary scraper from the spray guard
and clean it separately using a non-marring object. The
preliminary scraper is not installed during the cleaning
process.

Select “Clean” in the main menu.
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CLEANING

Clean the tool coupler with a soft, non-abrasive brush
and cloth. Select "OK" to check off the first cleaning
cycle as complete.

 Pro tip: Press the arrow to the right of a cleaning
cycle to view instructions.



Ensure that the spray guard with the pacotizing® blade
is attached to the tool coupler.

Note: The tool pot and tool coupler must be free of
residue and must be dry prior to tool attachment. 

Place an empty pacotizing® beaker in the protective
beaker and drop in a Pacojet cleaning tablet or a non-
foaming disinfecting agent.

Caution: The Pacojet cleaning tablet should not be
touched with bare hands. Do not touch your eyes or
mucous membranes after handling the cleaning
agent. Read the warnings on the tablet packaging
before using the Pacojet cleaning tablets!



CLEANING

Fill the pacotizing® beaker with warm water between
40°C / 104°F and 58°C / 136.4°F. Do not exceed the fill
level marking.

Attach the protective beaker to the device.

Press “Start" to start the cleaning process. Remove the spray guard with the pacotizing® blade and
rinse these. Empty the pacotizing® beaker after
cleaning.

For the rinsing process: Ensure that the spray guard with
the pacotizing® blade is attached to the tool coupler.

Place the pacotizing® beaker inside the protective
beaker.



CLEANING

Fill the pacotizing® beaker with warm water between
40°C / 104°F and 58°C / 136.4°F. Do not exceed the fill
level marking.

Attach the protective beaker to the device.

Place a container under the vent opening. Press “Start" to start the rinsing process.

 Caution: Rinse water is drained automatically.  Note: The touchscreen indicates when the cleaning
process has been stopped prematurely or when it is
complete.



CLEANING

Remove the spray guard with the pacotizing® blade and
rinse these. Empty the pacotizing® beaker after
cleaning.

 Note: The drip tray can be removed for cleaning.
The pacotizing® beaker, beaker lid, and protective
beaker can be washed in the dishwasher. The beaker
interface on the device and the tool coupler can be
cleaned with a brush and washcloth. 
The pacotizing® blade can rust. Lightly grease the
pacotizing® blade after cleaning it. Food-safe oil or
grease must be used for this.



Insert the preliminary scraper back into the spray
guard after cleaning.

Pro tip: The preliminary scraper and spray guard
are newly labeled with PACOJET. During
assembly, both logos should be facing up.

 Note: If the device isn’t cleaned as required, a
warning will appear after 100 portions stating that
the device must be cleaned or the warranty will be
void.



CLEANING

Select “Clean” in the main menu. Select the touchscreen symbol on the left side to clean
the screen. A countdown appears to show how much
time remains in cleaning the touchscreen.
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